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Abstract An ML model based on precomputed per-channel SCI is proposed. Due to its superior
accuracy over closed-form GN, an average SNR gain of 1.1 dB in an end-to-end link optimization and a
40% reduction in required lightpaths to meet traffic requests in a network planning scenario are shown.

Introduction
With the advent of flexible grid bandwidth-variable
transponders and low margin optical networking,
network planning and optimization is becoming
increasingly complex. Simultaneously, driven by a
rapidly growing demand in network throughput[1],
the optimization of the current network infrastruc-
ture is of pivotal importance. Modern routing,
modulation and spectrum assignment algorithms
require a path calculation engine (PCE), capable
of fast and accurate quality of transmission (QoT)
estimation.

The crucial part for QoT estimation is com-
puting the nonlinear interference (NLI), for which
a variety of models are available. These mod-
els, such as the split-step simulations and various
Gaussian noise (GN) models, follow a trade-off
between accuracy and complexity. In a C-band
system using standard single mode fiber, the
main NLI components are self-channel interfer-
ence (SCI) and cross-channel interference (XCI).
The vast majority of the computational complexity
of accurate models like the enhanced GN (EGN)
model[2] comes from the XCI computation.

Machine learning (ML) has become a popular
tool[3] for QoT estimation due to its ability to ac-
curately predict nonlinear functions as well as its
fast computation after the initial training. Most ML
approaches in the literature fall into two classes.
Classification methods have shown high accuracy
in predicting the feasibility of a candidate lightpath
in relation to a BER threshold[4]–[6]. Regression
approaches, on the other hand, have been used
for Q-factor prediction of multiple channels on a
testbed link[7], in the context of modeling param-
eter uncertainty[8], and recently for the estima-
tion of a generalized signal-to-noise ratio (GSNR)
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distribution, assuming imperfect representation of
physical parameters by the ML features[9]. A
neural-network-based NLI regression model has
been demonstrated to accurately predict QoT in a
live production network[10].

In this work, we propose a novel QoT estima-
tion approach in which an ML regression model
is using precomputed SCI values of each WDM
channel as its input features in order to fast and
accurately determine the total NLI for all chan-
nels. The capabilities of this approach using a
gradient-boosting ML model are demonstrated in
two proof-of-concept network planning scenarios.
In a multi-step planning on a small network, we
achieve savings of over 40% of the required light-
paths, and the spectral assignment optimization
on an end-to-end link leads to an improvement of
1.1 dB in average SNR.

Divide-and-conquer QoT Estimation
SNR as figure of merit for QoT over a nonlinear
fiber is defined as[2]

SNR =
Ptx

σ2
noise

=
Ptx

σ2
ASE + σ2

SCI + σ2
XCI

, (1)

where multi-channel interference is neglected.
The computation of the total noise contribution
can be split into three parts. The ASE noise can
be calculated fast and straightforward, using well-
known analytical formulas. The SCI computation
is reasonably fast, even when using the full-form
integral-based EGN model, because it requires
integration over a small frequency band as SCI
depends only on the channel under test (CUT) it-
self. In contrast, the XCI evaluation is computa-
tionally highly complex as it needs to consider all
WDM channels and thus involves several THz of
integration bandwidth.

The key idea of the proposed divide-and-
conquer approach for NLI computation is to com-



Fig. 1: Illustration of the proposed divide-and-conquer
method for QoT estimation.

pute only the SCI of each channel with the full-
form EGN model (”divide”) and store the SCI val-
ues for future use. An ML-based NLI solver uses
the precomputed SCI values and some further in-
puts to determine the total NLI and thus the QoT
of each lightpath (”conquer”). An illustration of
the principle is shown in Fig. 1. The proposed
scheme has to solve relatively simple integrals
only once. Stored SCI values are reused for fu-
ture NLI evaluation as in our model adding new
lightpaths does not change the SCI of an existing
channel. This is in contrast to conventional accu-
rate NLI solvers that require taking into account
the full spectrum to determine the NLI of each
channel. The physical motivation behind our ap-
proach is that the SCI of a particular WDM chan-
nel depends on a set of parameters which largely
define the XCI that this channel inflects onto its
neighbors. Hence, instead of describing an inter-
ferer by its full spectrum (as we would do in the
EGN model), the SCI of such an interferer serves
as a proxy. The evaluation of XCI, and thus total
NLI, based on SCI is done in an ML model that is
described in the following.
ML-based NLI Solver
For computing NLI, a gradient-boosting ML model
based on the XGBoost (XGB)[11] library is used.
In XGB, a decision tree ensemble is constructed
one by one by fitting a new tree to the prediction
error of the existing ones. XGB models are pow-
erful ML models that are widely considered to be
a preferable choice for tabular datasets. The ad-
vantage of the XGB model over neural networks
frequently used for QoT estimation is that it is eas-
ier to optimize the model’s hyperparameters and
the feature selection. The output of a gradient-
boosting model can be made explainable by tools
such as TreeExplainer[12], quantifying the impact
of a datapoint’s input features on the model’s out-
put. The XGB hyperparameters have been opti-
mized on training data using cross-validation. The

Tab. 1: Parameter space for data generation

Lspan [km] {60, 80, 100, 120}
Nspan 1 to 50, step=1
Modulation QPSK, 16/32/64 QAM
Data rate [GBit/s] 100 to 600, step=50

input features for the model were chosen from the
available parameters using the XGB feature im-
portance measuring the prediction power of the
input features. Features with low prediction power
were disregarded, optimizing the models perfor-
mance on the validation set. The chosen input
features are the SCI values of the CUT and its
10 closest WDM neighbors as well as their dis-
tance to the CUT. Additionally the CUT launch
power, total number of channels, span length and
the number of spans are chosen as inputs. The
model is trained to output the NLI constant ηNLI in
dB, defined as the total NLI power normalized by
the transmit power cubed.

The EGN model is used to generate a large
and accurate data set for the training, validation
and testing of the XGB ML model. The parameter
space is shown in Table 1. The C-Band is filled
from 75% up to 95% with the channel parame-
ters drawn uniformly. Frequency slots are cho-
sen with a granularity of 12.5 GHz. The power
spectral density (PSD) is assumed to be equal-
ized over all channels, with a 100G QPSK chan-
nel at 35 GBd having 0 dBm launch power. In total
over 230k data points were generated, represent-
ing more than 2200 different link configurations.
The generated data set was split into training, val-
idation and test set using an 70/10/20 split. Note
that the data set has widely varying WDM grid lay-
outs but only a limited number of link layouts. We
found[10] that links of heterogeneous span lengths
and varying attenuation can be well represented
by using combined parameters, such as the aver-
age of the cumulative sum of the span lengths, as
the input into an ML model.

Numerical Results on Simulation Data
In Fig. 2, the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the SNR error in dB of the ML model is
compared to that of the closed-form EGN approx-
imate model[13], henceforth referred to as GN. A
mean error of less than 0.1 dB SNR is obtained
for the ML-based QoT estimator and 0.15 dB for
the GN. On 99% of the test data set, the ML mod-
els error lies below 0.45 dB SNR, whereas the
99th percentile for the GN is 0.55 dB. A clear ad-
vantage of the ML model is its computation time,
which is just 17 µs (i7-7500U CPU with 12GB
RAM), and thus about 300 times faster than the
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Fig. 2: CDF of the SNR deviation between ML model (red)
and GN (green, dashed), in relation to EGN.

5 ms needed for the GN. In comparison, the EGN
model takes on average 100 seconds. Although
the millisecond time scale and the accuracy of the
GN might be sufficient for a variety of applica-
tions, complex network planning tasks could re-
quire the performance and in particular the speed
improvement offered by the ML model. In con-
clusion, the proposed ML-based QoT estimator is
orders of magnitude faster than the EGN model
with a prediction accuracy that is comparable to
previous QoT estimators[10]. In the following, it is
demonstrated in two proof-of-concept application
scenarios.
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Fig. 3: Spectra of first fit (top) and ML optimization (bottom),
resulting in 1.1 dB average SNR difference.

Application 1: Spectral Optimization
The first application is the optimization of the
spectral assignment on a 960 km link. The 5 THz
C-band was split into 400 slots of 12.5 GHz each.
The spectrum was assumed to be filled to 50%.
As a baseline, channels of different configurations
are placed in a first-fit manner, as shown in Fig. 3.

For the same order of demands to be placed,
the optimization algorithm using the ML model
chooses the slot that minimizes the total NLI of all
previous channels by sweeping over all possible
placements. The optimized spectrum is shown at
the bottom of Fig. 3. An SNR improvement was
achieved for all channels, and the average gain
of 1.1 dB corresponds to a considerable increase
in system margin. This brute-force optimization
algorithm required a total of more than 120k NLI
computations, which took 8 minutes. This demon-
strates the need for fast and accurate QoT esti-
mators in order to optimize the current network
infrastructure.
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Fig. 4: Number of lightpaths used in multi-period planning
scenario per year (left) and per configuration (right).

Application 2: PCE for Network Planning
In a multi-period scenario, a large number of QoT
calculations is required. Therefore, full-form in-
tegral models like the EGN model cannot be ap-
plied. Open source PCEs like GNPy[14] use GNs
in order to provide quick QoT estimates. How-
ever, these calculations suffer from estimation in-
accuracies accumulated during multi-period plan-
ning. To mitigate this, we integrated our proposed
ML-based QoT estimator into a multi-period net-
work planner[15] and conducted a five-year net-
work planning study for the small NORDUnet net-
work[16], consisting of 5 nodes, 4 links, and 10
demand pairs. We assume that each demand
pair generates traffic requests (TRs) every year
according to a recently proposed traffic model[15].
The RMSA algorithm then places lightpaths in or-
der to meet the demands. This exercise is re-
peated using ML and GN as PCE.

As shown in Fig. 4, the ML model suggests that
a higher datarate can be used for the lightpaths
in the network than when using the GN estimator.
Since the planning algorithm tries to achieve the
TR with minimal number of lightpaths, both QoT
estimators are able to satisfy all TRs every year.
However, ML is able to achieve the TRs by plac-
ing 40% fewer lightpaths in the five year planning
period, as shown in Fig. 4. This leads to an over-
all reduction in spectral usage, and can be helpful
in delaying the need to light additional dark fibers.
Conclusions
We have introduced an ML-based QoT estima-
tor, taking in SCI values computed by EGN. The
ML model achieves high accuracy on simulation
data (<0.1dB mean SNR error), outperforming
GN models. We demonstrated that using the pro-
posed ML based QoT estimator, network plan-
ners can optimize spectral assignments to in-
crease margins considerably (1.1 dB) and reduce
the number of required lightpaths in a multi-period
planning scenario by 40%. Using an ML-based
QoT estimator, the conservative calculations from
closed-form GNs can be avoided.
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